
simple      ∙       flexible      ∙       secure

Virtual Owner Meetings for Condos, Stratas and Associations
Real-Time Results, Advanced Encrypted Voting and Full Transparency



CondoVoter is excited to announce the next generation of electronic 
voting for condominium corporations, associations and stratas. 

Understanding the importance of maximizing voting participation and the 
challenges in achieving it, CondoVoter teamed up with industry-leading legal and 
emerging tech engineers to provide a solution. The platform makes virtual access 
to meetings simple while ensuring compliance with applicable legislation and 
proper governance protocols.

Validate 
votes and owners in 
real-time. When adopting 
E-voting, CondoVoter 
assists in providing checks 
and balances throughout 
the process offering full 
transparency from 
end-to-end and giving 
owners peace of mind.  
Owner validation, audit logs, 
and a diarized history of 
votes offer you the peace 
of mind that the voting 
process was correctly 
followed and a secure 
process is in place.  
Compliance with privacy 
legislation is a top priority. 

CONDOVOTER WILL:

Simplify 
your existing meeting 
process by streamlining the 
experience. CondoVoter 
complements current 
procedures while making it 
easier to maximize 
participation. With the 
addition of an online 
owner's portal, integrated 
candidate profiles, 
extensive ballot 
customization, and 
real-time voting updates, 
you can provide an efficient 
and streamlined owner’s 
meeting and voting 
experience.

Engage 
your owners at all levels. 
Participation is a top 
priority when conducting 
owner’s meetings. Using 
CondoVoter's new suite of 
tools, with automated 
notices and reminders,  you 
can ensure quorum is met 
well ahead of your meeting 
date. Adding new 
candidates is easy, with our 
candidate submission 
portal. CondoVoter makes 
the process simple and 
frees up management from 
these time consuming 
tasks. 



Make your Quorum with virtual meetings - voting made easy
Go paperless and make meetings run smoother

CondoVoter is a leader in providing and advocating for electronic voting services 
for condos since 2017. In the spirit of innovation CondoVoter introduces our new 
Virtual Meeting Platform. The new combined platform provides condominium 
corporations, associations and stratas with a one-stop, turn-key solution to all 
their electronic voting and virtual meeting needs

Client Portal - Keep your owner data up-to-date year-round with our client portal. 
Extending the ability to store and manage your owner profile information online 
makes registering voters easier.  No more last-minute panic of uploading and 
updating owner information before a meeting. Choosing to extend this ability to 
owners through a secure portal saves further time and headaches in maintaining 
a current list of owners. 

Remove the need for proxies with easy online voting
While meeting regulatory compliance

NO PROXIES?
NO PROBLEM



FEATURES

CONDOVOTER PORTAL
Send preliminary notices and notices of meeting packages in advance of owners meeting
Tools to ensure you achieve quorum ahead of your meeting date
Allow advanced and real-time electronic voting
Electronic candidate disclosure forms 
Allow candidates to create Bios online with the voting process
Electronic form submission for candidate disclosure
Owner Portal to submit, modify and monitor votes
Provide flexibility in voting, allow owners to modify their submissions up to the closing of the vote
Automatically weighs votes according to legal ownership
Intuitive features to assist management with owner arrears or owner-occupant elections 
Automated and On-Demand Tabulations, Reports and Summaries
Token driven authentication for all owners
IP Tracking 

CONDOVOTER VIRTUAL MEETING
Best in class virtual meeting capabilities
Invite and register participants ahead of time
Panelists appear virtually by webcam
Enable screen shares and presentations directly within the meeting
Moderated chat to allow owners to voice concerns and ask questions in real time
Engage with participants with built in polling and virtual hand raising for motions
Dashboard of real time voting results 
Optional Meeting minutes provided 

WORKS FOR ALL TYPES OF VOTING AND CONSENTS:
Board Elections
Bylaw Votes and other applicable votes required under legislation
Amendment to Declaration Consents and Consents for Electronic Notices
Surveys



AFFORDABLE PRICING 

*No setup fees
*Discounts for management company partners
*Discounts for multiple virtual meetings annually. 

# Units Online Voting Only Virtual Meeting Only Bundle With Meeting

1-49       $   425  $   550  $   900
50-299  $   750  $   850  $1,500
300-499 $1,150  $1,200  $2,200 
500-749 $1,400  $1,850  $3,000 
750+ $1,850  $2,350  $3,900 
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